Advantages and disadvantages of the Zernike expansion for representing wave aberration of the normal and aberrated eye.
Zernike expansion has been selected for use in describing wavefront aberrations in the human eye. The advantages and limitations of this approach are assessed for eyes with varying degrees of aberration. Corneal topography examinations were taken with the Nidek OPD-Scan topographer/aberrometer. These higher data density corneal topography examinations were converted to height data and subsequently to wavefront representations. System noise was evaluated with a 2D frequency analysis of 43-D test balls. Both Zernike polynomials and 2D Fourier transforms were used to evaluate fidelity in the presentation of the point spread function. A display format for potential clinical use was developed based upon Zernike decomposition. Systematic noise from the corneal topographer was found to be minimal and, when eliminated, produced small changes in the point spread function. Using Zernike decomposition up to the 30th order failed to preserve the higher frequency aberrations present in aberrated eyes. Use of a Zernike decomposition display with a fixed micron scale presented only clinically significant details of spherical aberration, coma, trefoil, irregular components above third order and total higher-order aberrations (above second order). Zernike polynomials excel in extracting the low-order optical characteristics of visual optics. Zernikes accurately represent both low- and high-order aberrations in normal eyes where high-order aberrations are clinically insignificant. For eyes after corneal surgery or eyes with corneal pathology such as keratoconus that have significant higher-order aberrations, the Zernike method fails to capture all clinically significant higher-order aberrations.